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[1] A feedback attribution analysis is conducted for the ENSO-related atmospheric and
surface temperature anomalies in boreal winter. Local temperature anomalies are
decomposed into partial temperature changes due to changes in oceanic dynamics/heat
storage, water vapor, clouds, atmospheric dynamics, ozone, and surface albedo. It is shown
that atmospheric dynamics plays distinctly different roles in establishing the tropical and
extratropical temperature response to El Niño. The atmospheric dynamics serves as a
primary negative feedback to the tropical (tropospheric) warming by transporting out of the
tropics excessive energy production associated with oceanic dynamical forcing. In the
northern extratropics, it is the main forcing of atmospheric temperature changes and also
modulates surface temperatures via longwave radiative heating and cooling. This provides
an alternative view of the “atmospheric bridge” mechanism from the perspective of local
energetics and temperature feedback attribution. Substantial tropospheric cooling over the
eastern North Pacific is found to be collectively contributed by water vapor, cloud, and
atmospheric dynamical feedbacks, driven at least partly by the equatorward shift of the
Pacific storm track during El Niño. Polar stratospheric warming (cooling), largely due to
atmospheric dynamics, is seen over the Eurasian-Pacific (Atlantic) sector, with ozone
feedback contributing significantly to the midstratospheric cooling over the Atlantic sector.
Water vapor (atmospheric dynamical) feedback has an overall warming (cooling) effect
throughout the tropical troposphere, and cloud feedback cools (warms) the tropical lower to
middle (upper) troposphere. Atmospheric dynamics induces stratospheric warming over
the entire northern extratropics and drives over northern midlatitudes (high latitudes) a
tropospheric cooling (warming) that generally intensifies with altitude.
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1. Introduction

[2] El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), characterized
by sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTA) in the equa-
torial Pacific and the associated sea level pressure (SLP)
fluctuations in the tropics, is the most dominant mode of
interannual variability in the Earth’s climate system
[Bjerknes, 1969; Cane, 1983; Philander, 1983]. ENSO
influences global weather and climate through the excitation
of atmospheric teleconnections by SSTA-driven tropical
heating anomalies [Bjerknes, 1969; Cane, 1983; Philander,
1983; Rasmusson and Wallace, 1983]. In particular, the
effect of ENSO on the global surface air temperature (SAT)
has been well documented. During El Niño (La Niña), the

general increase (decrease) in tropical SAT is a response to
the warming (cooling) of the equatorial Pacific [Halpert and
Ropelewski, 1992]. In Trenberth et al. [2002], a high positive
correlation was found between the Nino 3.4 index and the
global mean SAT. Utilizing observations at global land sta-
tions, Kiladis and Diaz [1989] and Larkin and Harrison
[2005] provided a more detailed view of the SAT anoma-
lies associated with ENSO: El Niño induces warming over
Canada, northern U.S., northern South America, eastern
Africa, Maritime Continent, and Australia, while southern
U.S., Caribbean Sea, and southeastern South America
experiences below-normal temperatures during El Niño. The
weakening (strengthening) of the Walker circulation over
the equatorial Pacific during El Niño (La Niña) [Bjerknes,
1969; Kousky et al., 1984] is known to be partly responsi-
ble for the observed near surface temperature anomalies over
Australia [Jones and Trewin, 2000], East Asia/western
Pacific [Nicholls et al., 2005], and India [Revadekar et al.,
2009].
[3] The tropospheric and stratospheric temperature chan-

ges at lower latitudes in an El Niño winter resemble the
classic Gill-type temperature responses to localized tropical
heating driven by the equatorial Pacific SSTA [Jin and
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Hoskins, 1995; Weare, 2008]. At midlatitudes, the tempera-
ture changes associated with ENSO variability involve mul-
tiple processes. The atmospheric energy transport related to
the dispersion of stationary Rossby waves that form tele-
connections such as the Pacific–North America (PNA) pattern
[Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Philander, 1983; Renwick and
Wallace, 1996; Higgins et al., 2002] was shown by Deng
et al. [2012] to be the main factor responsible for the sur-
face warming (cooling) found over the northern North
America (Southeast U.S.) in an El Niño winter. On the other
hand, the surface and atmospheric temperature responses to
El Niño over the extratropical North Pacific is likely related
to the southward and eastward shift of the Pacific storm track
and its accompanying cloud field during El Niño [Straus and
Shukla, 1997; Chang et al., 2002; Park and Leovy, 2004].
For high-latitude regions, both modeling [Taguchi and
Hartmann, 2006; Ineson and Scaife, 2009] and diagnostic
studies [Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2007, 2008; Free and
Seidel, 2009] indicate that El Niño warming tends to
increase the amplitude of extratropical planetary waves and
enhance the upward propagation of wave energy into the
stratosphere and therefore lead to warming in the Arctic
stratosphere and weakening of the stratospheric polar vortex,
although recent studies [Hegyi and Deng, 2011] suggest that
the central Pacific warming type of El Niño might actually
strengthen the stratospheric polar vortex.
[4] A quantitative understanding of the various radiative

and dynamical feedbacks during active El Niño and La Niña
events is critical for explaining global atmospheric and surface
temperature anomalies that accompany ENSO variability.
For example, atmospheric water vapor was found to increase
(decrease) over the equatorial eastern (western) Pacific
during El Niño, suggesting a positive water vapor feedback to
the original SST warming in the eastern Pacific [Prabhakara
et al., 1985; Lau et al., 1996; Chandra et al., 1998; Zhang
and Sun, 2006; Chandra et al., 2007; Dessler and Wong,
2009]. The increased cloud cover over the equatorial central
eastern Pacific, on the other hand, proves to be the main
negative feedback to the SST warming as the shortwave
effect of clouds dominates their longwave effect [Sun et al.,
2003; Park and Leovy, 2004; Hou and Yan, 2011]. In addi-
tion, during El Niño, atmospheric ozone concentration
increases over the western Pacific and decreases over the
central and eastern Pacific, creating a negative El Niño–
ozone feedback [Chandra et al., 1998, 2007]. It is also
known that during El Niño Rossby wave energy dispersion
and increased convection and surface sensible/latent heat flux
over the equatorial eastern Pacific constitute an overall nega-
tive atmospheric dynamical feedback to the SST warming
[Jin and Hoskins, 1995; Sun et al., 2003, 2006;Weare, 2008;
Deng et al., 2012]. The anomalous convective heating in the
tropical Pacific during El Niño also excites remote, extra-
tropical response through a so-called “atmospheric bridge”
[e.g., Lau and Nath, 1996]. In the “atmospheric bridge”
concept, changes in the Hadley and Walker cells, Rossby
wave activity, and interactions between the quasi-stationary
flow and storm tracks [Trenberth et al., 1998] connect the
tropical warming with global geopotential height and tem-
perature anomalies [e.g., Klein et al., 1999; Alexander et al.,
2002].
[5] Despite many efforts evaluating the role of feedback

processes in the ENSO lifecycle, it is still missing in the

literature a complete and quantitative account of the relative
importance of various radiative and dynamical feedbacks in
contributing to the global three-dimensional (3-D) structure
of the ENSO-related atmospheric temperature anomalies.
The purpose of this study is to provide such a comprehen-
sive assessment utilizing a recently developed feedback
analysis method: the coupled atmosphere-surface climate
feedback responses analysis method (CFRAM) [Cai and Lu,
2009; Lu and Cai, 2009]. CFRAM is a computationally
efficient, off-line diagnostic tool that decomposes local
temperature anomalies into partial temperature changes due
to individual radiative and atmospheric/oceanic dynamical
feedbacks. Lu and Cai [2010] has applied CFRAM to
quantify the relative contributions of radiative and dynami-
cal feedbacks to polar warming amplification in an idealized
coupled general circulation model. Most recently, Deng
et al. [2012] adopted CRFAM to estimate contributions
from individual radiative and nonradiative dynamical feed-
backs to the total El Niño–induced surface temperature
anomalies derived from the European Centre for Medium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Re-Analysis Interim
(ERA-Interim) data set, focusing on the tropical Pacific
warming and the PNA-like, tripole surface temperature
anomalies in the northern extratropics. Here, as a further step
of Deng et al. [2012], we quantify and elaborate on the
contributions to the global, ENSO-related, 3-D atmospheric
temperature anomalies from six forcing/feedback processes,
namely, oceanic dynamics/heat storage change, water vapor,
cloud, atmospheric dynamics, ozone, and surface albedo.
[6] This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

details of the data used in the analysis and a brief description
of the mathematical formulation of the CFRAM. Section 3
documents the global 3-D atmospheric temperature response
to El Niño. The results of the feedback attribution of the
observed temperature anomalies based on CFRAM is repor-
ted and discussed in section 4 focusing on differences among
tropics, northern midlatitudes and high latitudes. Section 5
discusses the source of the asymmetry in the observed trop-
ical Pacific SSTA between El Niño and La Niña. The key
findings of this study are summarized in section 6.

2. Data and Methods

[7] In this study, input variables required for CFRAM
analysis include solar insolation at the top of the atmosphere,
atmospheric/surface temperature, specific humidity, ozone
mixing ratio, cloud amount, cloud liquid/ice water content,
and surface albedo. Except for solar insolation, all of the
variables are obtained from ERA-Interim [Uppala et al.,
2008; Dee et al., 2011]. ERA-Interim is the latest ECMWF
global atmospheric reanalysis covering the period 1979 to
present and has a horizontal resolution of 1.5� � 1.5� in
latitude and longitude with 37 pressure levels in the vertical
ranging from 1000 to 1 hPa. Our analysis focuses on
31 winters (December–January–February, DJF, when ENSO
variability tends to achieve its peak amplitude) in the period
1979/1980 to 2009/2010. In constructing the composites,
El Niño, La Niña, and ENSO-neutral winters are selected
based on the monthly Nino3.4 index (http://www.cpc.noaa.
gov/data/indices). Specifically, we identify an El Niño
(La Niña) winter when the DJF-averaged Nino3.4 index is
greater (less) than +1.0 (�1.0) standard deviation of the
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index. ENSO-neutral winters are those when the absolute
value of the index is less than 0.5 standard deviation. Follow-
ing these definitions, a total of 7 El Niño, 5 La Niña, and
9 ENSO-neutral winters are selected and used in composite
analysis.
[8] As the main diagnostic tool of this study, the CFRAM

is based on the total energy balance in the atmosphere-
surface column at a specific latitude-longitude location that
consists of M atmospheric layers (with the first layer
representing the top layer of the atmosphere) and one sur-
face (M + 1)th layer [Lu and Cai, 2009]. The total energy
balance equation for this atmosphere-surface column can be
written as

R
! ¼ S

! þQ
!nonradiative

; ð1Þ

where R
!

and S
!

are the divergence of the longwave radi-
ation flux and the convergence of shortwave radiation flux

within individual layers, respectively. Q
!nonradiative

is the
convergence of total energy flux due to nonradiative
dynamical processes.
[9] The difference of equation (1) between two climate

states is expressed as

D
∂E
!

∂t
¼ DS

! �DR
! þDQ

!nonradiative
; ð2Þ

where D
∂E!

∂t
is the change in energy storage. Assuming

negligible impacts due to interactions among various feed-
back processes and thus linearizing the perturbation in the
divergence (convergence) of longwave (shortwave) radia-
tion flux, we may express these two terms as the sum of
partial energy perturbations due to individual radiative and
dynamical feedback processes as follows:
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where superscripts w, c, O3, and a stand for water vapor,

cloud, ozone, and surface albedo, respectively. DT
!

is the
temperature differences between the two climate states at
the (M + 1) layers within an atmosphere-surface column.
∂R!

∂T!
� �

is the Planck feedback matrix and may be written as
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[10] In equation (5), DQ
! atmos dynð Þ

is zero at the surface
layer and equals the change in the total energy convergence

into the column due to turbulent, convective and large-
scale atmospheric motions at the M atmospheric layers.

DQ
! ocean dynþstorageð Þ

is zero at all the atmospheric layers
except at the (M + 1)th surface layer where it measures
the energy perturbation due to changes in oceanic energy
transport, surface sensible/latent heat flux and heat storage.
[11] Substituting equations (3)–(5) into equation (2) and

rearranging the terms and multiplying both sides of the

resultant equation by
∂R
!

∂T
!

 !�1

, we obtain

DT
! ¼ ∂R

!

∂T
!

 !�1�
D S

! �R
!� � wð Þ

þD S
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[12] Note that although the energy perturbation due to the

change of ocean heat transport/storage (DQ
! ocean dynþstorageð Þ

)
is zero in the atmosphere by definition, it still influences the
atmosphere via longwave radiation emitted from the surface,
and such radiative coupling is represented as the multipli-
cation of the inverse of the Planck feedback matrix

∂R
!

∂T
!

 !�1
0
@

1
A in equation (7). Similarly, longwave radiative

coupling allows the energy perturbation due to atmospheric
dynamics which has zero values at the surface to affect the
surface temperature. Based on equation (7), local tempera-

ture differences between two climate states (DT
!
) can be

decomposed into (six) partial temperature changes due to
(left to right) water vapor feedback, cloud feedback, ozone
feedback, surface albedo feedback, atmospheric dynamical
feedback, and oceanic (surface) dynamical feedback. The
water vapor feedback is associated with the convergence of
radiative energy flux perturbations due to changes in water
vapor. The convergence of radiative energy flux perturba-
tions due to changes in clouds (specifically changes in cloud
amount and cloud liquid/ice water content) gives rise to the
cloud feedback. The ozone feedback is related to radiative
energy perturbations produced by changes in atmospheric
ozone concentration. The surface albedo feedback is related
to changes in surface albedo, which is defined as the ratio of
the upward to downward shortwave radiation at the surface.
The atmospheric dynamical feedback is related to the energy
perturbations due to changes in turbulent, convective and
large-scale atmospheric energy transport. Changes in oce-
anic circulation, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, heat
storage, and mechanical friction at the surface generate
energy perturbations that give rise to the oceanic (surface)
dynamical feedback.
[13] To quantify the relative contributions of the above six

forcing/feedback processes to the global 3-D atmospheric
temperature anomalies associated with ENSO, we contrast
the composite El Niño (La Niña) state in boreal winter with
the composite ENSO-neutral state in boreal winter and
obtain a process-resolving decomposition of the ENSO-
related temperature anomalies according to equation (7). The
radiative energy perturbations (i.e., the first four terms on the
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right hand side (RHS) of equation (7) in the bracket) and the
Planck feedback matrix are derived by applying the Fu-Liou
radiative transfer model [Fu and Liou, 1992, 1993] to the
composite El Niño (La Niña) and ENSO-neutral state based
upon the ERA-Interim data. The total energy perturbations
due to atmospheric and surface (oceanic) dynamics (i.e., the
last two terms on the RHS of equation (7) in the bracket) are
estimated through residual method, which means that the
rest of the total energy perturbation all goes to the atmo-
spheric and oceanic dynamics terms. The discussion of the
feedback attribution results in the rest of the paper focuses
primarily on El Niño with the asymmetry between El Niño
and La Niña examined in section 5. The linearization of
radiative energy perturbations and the use of composite
mean states for radiative transfer calculations have been
validated by comparing the off-line-calculated radiation flux
perturbations at the surface and top of atmosphere (TOA) to
those archived in the ERA-Interim (not shown here). The
accuracy of the linearization of radiative energy perturba-
tions has been discussed in studies such as Wetherald and
Manabe [1988], Held and Soden [2006], and Taylor et al.
[2011]. In particular, Taylor et al. [2011] demonstrated that
this linearization is largely valid by comparing an off-line
radiative transfer calculation where all climate variables are
perturbed simultaneously to the sum of the calculations
where individual variables are perturbed separately.

3. Global 3-D Atmospheric Temperature
Responses to El Niño

[14] Figure 1 (left) shows the surface and atmospheric
temperature anomalies derived from the ERA-Interim at a
few selected levels during El Niño in boreal winter defined
as the differences between the composite El Niño and the
ENSO-neutral state. Figure 1 (right) shows the corresponding
distributions of the sum of the six partial temperature changes
obtained through CFRAM. At the surface (Figures 1a and 1b),
the SST warming during El Niño is found over the equatorial
central eastern Pacific. Cold SST anomalies appear in the
extratropical North and South Pacific [Trenberth and Caron,
2000]. El Niño also induces above normal temperatures over
the west coast of North America, northern South America,
Maritime Continent, and Indian Ocean, as previously repor-
ted by Kiladis and Diaz [1989] and Larkin and Harrison
[2005]. The midtropospheric (0.5 sigma level) temperature
anomalies (Figures 1c and 1d) in the northern extratropics are
characterized by a PNA-like pattern consisting of warming
over northern North America and cooling over the North
Pacific and the southern U.S. [Wallace and Gutzler, 1981;
Renwick and Wallace, 1996]. In the tropics, midtropospheric
temperature anomalies show two warm cores centered
around 20�S and 20�N over the longitude of 150�–120�W.
These two temperature anomalies are located on the north-
west and southwest flanks of the diabatic heating anomalies
concentrated over the equatorial central eastern Pacific,
consistent with the Gill-type response to localized tropical
heating as described inGill [1980]. In the upper troposphere–
lower stratosphere (0.1 sigma level; Figures 1e and 1f), the
two warm cores off the equator to the west of the heating
center are replaced by two cold cores. The reverse in the sign
of the temperature response from middle to upper tropo-
sphere is again in agreement with the classic Gill-type

temperature response [Jin and Hoskins, 1995]. The two
cold cores are also present in the midstratosphere at the
0.05 sigma level albeit with reduced amplitudes (Figures 1g
and 1h). At the 0.1 sigma level, two weak warm cores are
also found over the western Pacific, likely a Gill-type
response to the anomalous cooling over the warm pool
region during El Niño. At the 0.05 sigma level, the west-east
asymmetry in the temperature response is no longer pro-
nounced as cold temperature anomalies prevail over the
entire tropics [Weare, 2008]. Another important feature at
the stratospheric levels (Figures 1e–1h) is the significant
polar warming centered around the North Pacific sector and
cooling centered around the North Atlantic sector [Taguchi
and Hartmann, 2006; Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2007; Free
and Seidel, 2009; Hegyi and Deng, 2011]. The magnitudes
of the polar warming/cooling increase with height.
[15] As discussed in the previous section, the CFRAM-

deduced partial temperature changes are addible and their
sum approximately equals the local temperature anomaly
found during El Niño. Since the partial temperature changes
are obtained through linearizing radiative energy pertur-
bations, the accuracy of the CFRAM can be evaluated to
certain degree by comparing the observed temperature
anomalies in the ERA-Interim (Figure 1, left) with the sum
of the partial temperature changes (Figure 1, right). Indeed,
the spatial structure and magnitude of the two fields bear a
high degree of similarity. The ability to recover the total
temperature anomaly derived from the data from these par-
tial temperature anomalies inferred from CFRAM analysis
demonstrates the robustness of the CFRAM-based feedback
attribution of the total temperature anomaly [Lu and Cai,
2010; Deng et al., 2012].

4. Feedback Attribution of the El Niño–Related
Temperature Anomalies

4.1. Tropical-Subtropical Temperature Response

[16] Figure 2 displays the sum of the CFRAM-derived
partial temperature changes (first row) and the six individual
components over the tropical Pacific at the surface and at the
0.5 and 0.1 sigma level during a composite El Niño winter.
As elaborated in Deng et al. [2012], oceanic dynamics and
heat storage change is the main process responsible for the
surface warming (cooling) in the cold tongue (warm pool)
region. The enhanced surface westerly induces negative
thermocline anomalies in the west and positive thermocline
anomalies in the east of the equatorial Pacific and creates the
zonal dipole in the SST response [Neelin et al., 1998]. The
influence of oceanic dynamics and heat storage change is
also felt by the atmosphere through the emission of long-
wave radiation from the surface, although the effect becomes
increasingly weaker at higher altitudes (Figure 2, second
row). Dominated by its longwave (“greenhouse”) effect,
water vapor provides the strongest positive feedback to the
tropical Pacific SSTA (i.e., enhancing the warming (cooling)
over the eastern (western) Pacific) and is also responsible for
the substantial cooling found in the subtropics (Figure 2,
third row). This is in agreement with the response of the
greenhouse effect of water vapor to El Niño warming dis-
cussed by Lau et al. [1996] and Zhang and Sun [2006]. The
sign and structure of the water vapor feedback in terms of
the distribution of the corresponding partial temperature
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changes is generally consistent from the surface to mid-
troposphere and the amplitude decreases rapidly with height.
Over the equatorial central eastern Pacific, cloud feedback
contributes to strong cooling at the surface, weak cooling at
the 0.5 sigma level, and strong warming at the 0.1 sigma

level (Figure 2, fourth row). The negative cloud feedback at
the surface is mostly contributed by the strong negative
shortwave cloud forcing associated with an increase of
clouds over the cold tongue during El Niño [Sun et al., 2003;
Hou and Yan, 2011]. On the other hand, both the shortwave

Figure 1. (left). The temperature differences between a composite El Niño winter (DJF) and a composite
ENSO-neutral winter and (right) the sum of the partial temperature anomalies derived through the
CFRAM at (a, b) the surface, (c, d) 0.5 sigma, (e, f) 0.1 sigma, and (g, h) 0.05 sigma levels. Contours
in Figure 1 (left) indicate the 90% level of statistical significance. Unit is K.
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and longwave cloud forcing have been suggested before to
be positive near the 0.1 sigma level and this leads to the
strong positive partial temperature changes found at that
level [Zhang and Sun, 2006] (we will revisit this point later).

The weak amplitude of the partial temperature change at
the 0.5 sigma level is largely due to the compensating
effect of the negative shortwave and the positive longwave
cloud forcing. At the surface level, the partial temperature

Figure 2. Total temperature anomalies and CFRAM-derived partial temperature anomalies due to
oceanic dynamics/heat storage, water vapor feedback, cloud feedback, atmospheric dynamical feedback,
ozone feedback, and surface albedo feedback at (left) the surface, (middle) 0.5 sigma, and (right) 0.1 sigma
levels in a composite El Niño winter. Unit is K.
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anomalies due to oceanic dynamics/heat storage change
are largely balanced by the negative cloud feedback such
that the total temperature anomalies (Figure 2, first row)
bear great similarities to the partial temperature changes
due to water vapor feedback (Figure 2, third row).
[17] Through changes in convective activities and in large-

scale circulation, atmospheric dynamics acts as another
major negative feedback to the surface temperature anoma-
lies in the cold tongue and warm pool (Figure 2, fifth row).
At both the 0.5 and 0.1 sigma level, atmospheric dynamical
feedback is clearly the main contributor to the formation of
the two warm (cold) cores in the middle (upper) troposphere
centered about 20�S and 20�N near 120�W, consistent with
the fundamental mechanisms that excite Gill-type response
[Gill, 1980; Jin and Hoskins, 1995]. The CFRAM calcula-
tion, however, reveals additional information regarding the
processes that create the observed temperature anomalies.
Specifically, the partial temperature changes indicate that
(1) oceanic dynamics/heat storage change provides addi-
tional positive contributions to the warm cores at the
0.5 sigma level via enhanced thermal radiation from the
ocean surface below and cloud feedback contributes nega-
tively to the warm cores, particularly the one south of the
equator, and (2) both cloud and ozone feedback (Figure 2,
sixth row) give positive contributions to the cold cores at the
0.1 sigma level and oceanic dynamics/heat storage change
contributes negatively to the cold cores. Surface albedo
feedback (Figure 2, seventh row) is generally weak across the
Pacific. When averaged over the equatorial central eastern
Pacific, it is responsible for a cooling of approximately
�0.4 K at the surface, �0.15 K at the 0.5 sigma level, and
�0.1 K at the 0.1 sigma level. The oceanic surface albedo
is defined as the ratio of the upward to downward short-
wave radiation at the surface. It is a function of several
variables including solar zenith angle, wind speed and
cloud optical depth (a detailed discussion can be found in
Li et al. [2006]). Thus, the anomalies of surface albedo in
the Pacific during an El Niño winter (not shown here) are
largely attributable to changes in wind speed and cloud
optical depth.
[18] The vertical structure of multiple feedbacks is further

illustrated by constructing latitude-height cross sections of
the total temperature anomalies and partial temperature
changes zonally averaged over the central eastern Pacific
(180�–90�W; Figure 3). Figures 3a and 3b indicate an
overall tropospheric warming and stratospheric cooling in
an El Niño winter. In Figure 3c, the oceanic dynamics/heat
storage change generally warms the whole atmosphere and
the warming impact becomes increasingly weaker at high
altitudes except the “gap” around 0.2 sigma level (Figure 3c).
The gap is actually related to the zonal averaging of the
CFRAM-derived partial temperature anomalies. Given a
single surface energy perturbation due to ocean heat trans-
port/storage change, the magnitude of the resulted partial
temperature anomaly should always decrease with height.
However, the zonal averaging covers zones of both positive
and negative surface energy perturbations even though it is
dominated by positive perturbations in the equatorial eastern
Pacific. The mixture of positive and negative atmospheric
partial temperature anomalies (whose amplitudes decrease
with height) leads to the gap in the zonal average. In the
middle to lower troposphere, warming due to oceanic

dynamics/heat storage change (Figure 3c) is further enhanced
by positive feedback from water vapor (Figure 3d) and
reduced by negative feedbacks from clouds (Figure 3e) and
atmospheric dynamics (Figure 3f). In the upper troposphere,
the warming effect due to both the longwave (Figure 3j) and
shortwave (Figure 3i) cloud forcing largely balances the
strong negative atmospheric dynamical feedback (Figures 3e
and 3f). The strong positive partial temperature changes due
to oceanic dynamics/heat storage and cloud changes lead to
a stronger warming in the upper troposphere compared to
that in the lower troposphere. The overwhelmingly domi-
nance of the negative partial temperature changes due to
atmospheric dynamics in the tropical latitudes (Figure 3f)
implies an enhanced transport of tropical energy toward
extratropics during El Niño. The two warm cores in the
subtropical midtroposphere are again verified to be driven
primarily by atmospheric dynamical processes (Figure 3f)
with additional contributions from positive water vapor
feedback. The stratospheric cooling over the tropics (10�S–
10�N) is mainly associated with atmospheric dynamical
feedback. In the southern (northern) subtropics, cloud
(atmospheric dynamical) feedback has substantial contribu-
tions to the cold core found in the upper troposphere–lower
stratosphere [Sun et al., 2006; Zhang and Sun, 2006].
Feedbacks from surface albedo and ozone generally cool the
tropical-subtropical atmosphere (Figures 3g and 3h). Ozone
feedback also shows a minor warming (cooling) effect in the
upper stratosphere over the southern (northern) subtropics.

4.2. Midlatitude Temperature Response

[19] In the northern extratropics, El Niño induces a tripole
temperature anomaly at the surface resembling the positive
phase of the PNA pattern [Horel and Wallace, 1981; Deng
et al., 2012]. This temperature anomaly is also clearly defined
in the midtroposphere at the 0.5 sigma level (Figures 4a
and 4b). An examination of the partial temperature changes
due to the six feedback processes (Figures 4c–4h) reveals
that the cooling over the North Pacific and the warming over
the northern U.S./Canada are largely driven by atmospheric
dynamics (Figure 4f), which also acts as the main contribu-
tor to the corresponding surface cooling and warming [Deng
et al., 2012]. The partial temperature changes due to oceanic
dynamics/heat storage change are positive over the North
Pacific (Figure 4c), providing a negative feedback to the
observed cooling driven by atmospheric dynamics. Water
vapor feedback (Figure 4d) is weakly negative over the
northern U.S./Canada. The cooling over the southern U.S.,
i.e., one component of the PNA-like temperature anomalies,
is collectively contributed by cold anomalies due to surface
dynamical feedback (including latent/sensible heat flux
change, Figure 4c), water vapor feedback (Figure 4d) and
cloud feedback (Figure 4e). Atmospheric dynamical feed-
back actually produces positive partial temperature changes
over the land in the southern U.S., although it is still
responsible for the cooling observed over Gulf of Mexico.
In the northern midlatitudes, feedbacks due to ozone and
surface albedo change (Figures 4g and 4h) are much weaker
compared to the other processes.
[20] It is important to note that in the northern extratropics,

the changes in local radiative processes and the corresponding
radiative feedbacks are relatively weak, and so are the chan-
ges in surface (including both ocean and land) dynamical
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forcing. As a consequence of these, the main driver of the
extratropical surface and atmospheric temperature change is
the atmospheric dynamics, which is in contrast to the result
of the tropics where oceanic dynamics acts as the main

forcing of temperature changes. In essence, during an El
Niño winter, atmospheric dynamical processes continuously
transport out of the tropics excessive heating originated from
the oceanic dynamics and provide an overall cooling effect

Figure 3. Total temperature anomalies and CFRAM-derived partial temperature anomalies zonally aver-
aged over the central eastern Pacific (180�–90�W). Dots in Figure 3a indicate the 90% level of statistical
significance. Unit is K.
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for the tropical atmosphere and the equatorial central eastern
Pacific. The excessive heating brought to the extratropics by
atmospheric dynamical processes in turn drives changes in
extratropical atmospheric temperature which further mod-
ulates surface temperatures through longwave radiative
heating and cooling. The opposite roles played by atmo-
spheric dynamics in setting up the tropical and extratropical
temperature anomalies are an alternative view of the
“atmospheric bridge” mechanism discussed in previous
studies of ENSO teleconnections [Lau and Nath, 1996;
Klein et al., 1999; Alexander et al., 2002].
[21] Focusing on the eastern North Pacific, we further

examine the vertical structure of various feedbacks by gen-
erating latitude-height cross sections of the total temperature
anomalies and partial temperature changes that are zonally
averaged over 180�–120�W (Figure 5). Significant cooling
in the midlatitude troposphere is identified for this region

(Figures 5a and 5b), and atmospheric dynamics is clearly the
main driver of this cooling (Figure 5f). Feedbacks due to
water vapor change and oceanic dynamics/heat storage
change both peak in the lower troposphere with the former
further enhancing the cooling (Figure 5d) and the latter
weakening the cooling (Figure 5c). The role of cloud feed-
back is latitude dependent as negative (positive) partial
temperature changes due to cloud change are found in the
southern (northern) portion of the midlatitude cooling. In
addition to the midlatitude cooling, substantial warming
occurs in the eastern North Pacific south of 30�N and north
of 55�N. Such warming is still largely due to atmospheric
dynamical feedback (Figure 5f), but the contributions from
cloud feedback also turn out to be significant (Figure 5e).
Ozone feedback (Figure 5g), which is weak and generally
warms this region, becomes important closer to the strato-
sphere. Surface albedo feedback (Figure 5h) has a cooling

Figure 4. Total temperature anomalies and CFRAM-derived partial temperature anomalies at the
0.5 sigma level in a composite El Niño winter. Dots in Figure 4a indicate the 90% level of statistical sig-
nificance. Unit is K.
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effect south (north) of 40�N, but its strength appears too
weak to have any major impact on the observed temperature
anomalies in this region.
[22] It is well known that the North Pacific storm track, a

region characterized by enhanced cyclone activity, tends to
shift equatorward and eastward during El Niño [Chang
et al., 2002]. Here we take a closer look at the role of the

equatorward shift of extratropical cyclones in exciting the
various feedback processes illustrated in Figure 5. The
equatorward movement of the storm track in an El Niño
winter is clearly revealed by a meridional dipole (negative to
the north and positive to the south) in the variance of the 2–
6 day band-pass-filtered meridional wind at the 0.3 sigma
level (Figure 6b) and by the increased of precipitation

Figure 5. Same as Figure 3, except for temperature anomalies zonally averaged over 180�–120�W.
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between 30�N and 40�N over the eastern North Pacific
(Figure 6c). Associated with a southward shift of the
cyclones constituting the storm track, surface latent heat flux
(Figures 6a), that is tied to surface wind speed, are
strengthened between 30�N and 40�N. The increase of latent
heat flux on the equatorward side of the climatological storm
track has major contributions to the positive partial temper-
ature changes over the North Pacific due to oceanic
dynamics/heat storage change. Change in the location of the
storm track also brings significant anomalies to the cloud
field over the eastern North Pacific [Park and Leovy, 2004].

An increase of clouds in terms of (liquid/ice) cloud water
content is found between 30�N and 40�N in the middle to
lower troposphere (Figure 6d), and this increase is respon-
sible for the negative partial temperature anomalies caused
by cloud feedback over 30�N–40�N shown in Figure 5e. A
reduction in specific humidity between 30�N and 50�N
indicates “drying” of the troposphere (Figure 6e) that is
likely resulted from the excessive precipitation (Figure 6c) in
the midlatitude eastern Pacific in association with the
southward/eastward shift of the storm track. Due to the
suppression of the “greenhouse” effect of water vapor, this

Figure 6. Anomalies in (a) surface latent heat flux (W/m2), (b) variance of the 2–6 day band-pass-filtered
meridional wind at the 0.3 sigma level (m2/s2), and (c) surface precipitation (mm) in a composite El Niño
winter. Zonally averaged (180�–120�W) anomalies in (d) cloud water (10�8 kg/kg), (e) specific humidity
(10�4 kg/kg), (f) pressure velocity (w, 10�2 Pa/s), and (g) pressure velocity of residual circulation derived
from the TEM formulation (10�2 Pa/s) in a composite El Niño winter.
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drying induces negative partial temperature changes over the
eastern North Pacific (Figure 5d) and contributes positively
to the midlatitude cooling found in this region (Figures 5a
and 5b). Anomalous large-scale descent (ascent) is found
in the subtropics (midlatitudes, 35�N–50�N) (Figure 6f),
which accounts for the strong adiabatic warming in the
subtropics (cooling in the midlatitudes) due to atmospheric
dynamical feedback as shown in Figure 5f. The overall
contribution of the equatorward shift of the storm track and
the associated anomalous eddy forcing to the subtropical
descent and midlatitude ascent are assessed in a Transformed
Eulerian Mean (TEM) framework. The eddy-driven vertical
motion anomalies are shown in Figure 6g, suggesting the
critical role played by transient atmospheric eddies in sus-
taining the observed vertical motion anomalies.

4.3. High-Latitude Temperature Responses

[23] Finally, we examine the high-latitude temperature
response to El Niño. The corresponding zonal mean total
temperature anomalies and partial temperature changes
related to individual feedbacks are given in Figure 7. As
discussed before, the most pronounced temperature signal in
the polar and subpolar region is the significant stratospheric
warming that peaks north of 75�N (Figures 7a and 7b)
[Taguchi and Hartmann, 2006; Garfinkel and Hartmann,
2007; Free and Seidel, 2009; Hegyi and Deng, 2011]. The
warming is centered near 0.01 sigma level with maximum
amplitude of �3 K. The feedback attribution through
CFRAM indicates that atmospheric dynamics is undoubt-
edly the main driver of this warming (Figure 7f), consistent
with the ideas proposed in previous studies [Taguchi and
Hartmann, 2006; Garfinkel and Hartmann, 2008; Ineson
and Scaife, 2009; Hegyi and Deng, 2011]. The contribu-
tions to the stratospheric warming from other feedback
processes are negligible, except for ozone (Figure 7g), which
induces cooling above 0.05 sigma level between 60�N and
75�N thus partly counteracts the dynamical warming in this
region.
[24] Figure 8 shows the zonal distributions of the total

temperature anomalies and partial temperature changes
meridionally averaged over 60�N–90�N. It is interesting to
see that the stratospheric warming is actually concentrated in
the Eurasia-Pacific sector with mild midstratospheric cool-
ing occurring in the Atlantic sector (Figures 8a and 8b). An
examination of the longitude-height cross sections of partial
temperature changes reveals that although atmospheric
dynamics (Figure 8f) is clearly the main cause of the maxi-
mum stratospheric warming in the Eurasia-Pacific sector,
feedbacks from oceanic dynamics/heat storage change
(Figure 8c), water vapor (Figure 8d) and ozone (Figure 8g)
all have nonnegligible contributions to the warming. In
particular, ozone feedback adds �0.3 K to the warming over
the Eurasia-Pacific sector. Ozone feedback also appears to
be critical for the cooling observed in the Atlantic sector,
contributing �1 K to the cooling main driven by atmo-
spheric dynamics (Figure 8f). In the high latitudes, atmo-
spheric dynamics (Figure 8f) is also responsible for a broad
tropospheric warming (cooling) in the Eastern (Western)
Hemisphere that are largely counteracted by the effects of
feedback from oceanic dynamics/heat storage change
(Figure 8c), water vapor (Figure 8d), and clouds (Figure 8e).

4.4. Quantification of the Relative Contributions
From Individual Feedbacks

[25] Deng et al. [2012] quantified the relative contribu-
tions of individual processes to the mean amplitude of sur-
face temperature anomalies of a given region by defining a
pattern-amplitude projection (PAP) coefficient. Here we
adopt a slightly modified PAP to measure the relative con-
tributions of the six forcing/feedback processes discussed
above to the total temperature anomalies averaged over a
single sigma level. Specifically, we may write this new PAP
coefficient as

!
PAPi ¼ A�1
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where f and l are latitude and longitude, respectively; a is
the mean radius of the earth, and A is the area of the region

under consideration. DTi
!

and DT
!

are two vectors whose
elements are respectively the observed total temperature
anomalies and partial temperature changes associated with
the ith feedback process on 27 sigma levels at an individual
grid point. The vector

!
PAPi thus contains the final PAP

coefficients for the ith feedback process on 27 sigma levels.
By definition, the sum of the six PAP coefficients at a
single sigma level for a given horizontal area gives the
area-averaged, observed temperature anomaly at that level.
[26] The PAP coefficients defined above are computed at

27 sigma levels for three latitudinal bands (i.e., 10�S–10�N,
30�N–60�N, 60�N–90�N) representing the deep tropics,
northern midlatitudes and high latitudes. The corresponding
values are shown on the selected 13 sigma levels in Figure 9.
In the tropics (Figure 9a), oceanic dynamics/heat storage
change forces warming at the surface and throughout nearly
the entire atmosphere. Specifically, it contributes 0.88 K to
the mean surface warming of 0.25 K in the tropics. The
surface warming due to oceanic dynamics/heat storage is
reinforced by a positive water vapor feedback (0.5 K) and
counteracted by negative feedbacks from clouds (�0.74 K)
and atmospheric dynamics (�0.36 K). Although the ampli-
tudes tend to decrease with height, the relative roles of
cloud, water vapor and atmospheric dynamical feedback
stay similar in the middle to lower troposphere as water
vapor induces warming and cloud and atmospheric dynam-
ical feedback provides counteracting cooling effect. In the
upper troposphere–lower stratosphere, cloud change gen-
erates positive PAP values and cloud feedback becomes
positive given the observed tropical warming at these levels.
The overall picture is that atmospheric dynamical feedback
remains negative from surface to upper troposphere while
cloud feedback makes the transition from a negative feed-
back in the middle to lower troposphere to a positive feed-
back in the upper troposphere. Ozone feedback is only
significant in the middle to upper stratosphere, contributing
positively to the cooling at these levels.
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[27] The midlatitude atmosphere is characterized by dis-
tinct cooling in the troposphere and warming in the strato-
sphere (solid curve, Figure 9b). Similar to the results of the
Pacific–Northern American sector discussed in previous
sections, atmospheric dynamics serves as the main driver of
the observed temperature changes. Specifically, in the tro-
posphere at the 0.368 sigma level, atmospheric dynamics

induce a cooling of �0.67 K that is slightly counteracted by
warming due to the remaining five feedback processes
leading to the observed temperature anomaly of �0.48 K.
Conversely, atmospheric dynamics leads to midstratospheric
warming of�0.3 K that is further enhanced largely by ozone
feedback.
[28] In the Arctic and subarctic region, the entire atmo-

sphere except the near surface is dominated by positive

Figure 7. Zonally averaged total temperature anomalies and CFRAM-derived partial temperature
anomalies. Dots in Figure 7a indicate the 90% level of statistical significance. Unit is K.
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temperature anomalies and the warming increases with alti-
tude (Figure 9c). The contribution of atmospheric dynamics
to this warming is greater than 80% at all levels. For
example, at the top three levels shown in Figure 9c, atmo-
spheric dynamics accounts for 95%, 94%, and 89% of the
observed warming of 2.42 K, 1.32 K, and 0.65 K, respec-
tively. Feedbacks from ozone and oceanic dynamics/heat

storage change generally enhance the stratospheric warming
in the high latitudes; however, their contributions are typi-
cally less than 5% when averaged over the entire region. A
comparison among the PAP results of different latitudinal
bands shown here further reveals the picture of an “atmo-
spheric bridge” where atmospheric dynamics makes the
transition from a negative feedback process in the tropics to

Figure 8. Total temperature anomalies and CFRAM-derived partial temperature anomalies meridionally
averaged over 60�–90�N. Dots in Figure 8a indicate the 90% level of statistical significance. Unit is K.
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the predominant forcing of surface and atmospheric tem-
perature changes in the extratropics.

5. Asymmetry in the Tropical Surface
Temperature Response Between El Niño
and La Niña

[29] Our analysis so far has focused on El Niño–related
temperature anomalies. Due to the intrinsic nonlinear char-
acteristics of ENSO, it is known that the maximum SST
cooling during La Niña in the equatorial Pacific tends to be
located to the west of the maximum SST warming during El
Niño [Jin et al., 1994; An and Jin, 2004]. Here we calculate

partial temperature changes due to the six forcing/feedback
processes for both the composite El Niño and La Niña winter
in attempt to identify the processes that are associated with
this asymmetry in the tropical Pacific SSTA. Figure 10
shows the total surface temperature change and the six par-
tial temperature changes meridionally averaged over 10�S–
10�N for the Pacific basin. As shown in Figure 10a, the
El Niño SST warming greater than 1 K ranges between
160�Wand 80�Wwhile the La Niña SST cooling greater than
1 K extends from 170�E to 110�W. This translates into a
westward shift of �30� for the La Niña SST anomalies
compared to the El Niño SST anomalies. Figure 10b indicates
that changes in oceanic dynamics/heat storage lead to

Figure 9. Vertical distribution of the pattern-amplitude projection (PAP) coefficients associated with
individual forcing/feedback processes (color bars) for (a) the tropics, (b) northern midlatitudes, and
(c) the northern high latitudes in a composite El Niño winter. The black solid lines indicate the vertical
profile of the observed temperature anomalies averaged over the respective latitudes. Unit is K.
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maximum positive SSTA during El Niño between 180� and
150�W and maximum negative SSTA between 150�E and
180�. Water vapor provides positive feedback to both the
SSTwarming in El Niño and cooling in La Niña (Figure 10c).
The maximum amplitude of water vapor feedback is located
slightly to the east of the maximum SSTA response to oce-
anic dynamics/heat storage change in both phases of ENSO
variability. Cloud feedback and atmospheric dynamical
feedback are negative with respect to the partial temperature
changes due to oceanic dynamics (Figures 10d and 10e) and
their maximum strength are colocated with the maximum
partial temperature changes driven by oceanic dynamics and
heat storage change. Surface albedo change provides weak
yet negative feedback to the SST warming (cooling) in El
Niño (La Niña) and similar to water vapor feedback, the
maximum amplitude of albedo feedback is located to the east
of the maximum partial temperature changes driven by

oceanic dynamics/heat storage change (Figure 10g). The
impact of ozone feedback on the observed SSTA is negligible
for both cases (Figure 10f). In summary, the asymmetric
responses between the El Niño and La Niña SSTA have been
largely contributed by the oceanic dynamics. The working of
positive water vapor feedback and negative cloud and
atmospheric dynamical feedback is responsible for a signifi-
cant increase of the zonal extent of the SSTA in the equatorial
Pacific during active ENSO episodes.

6. Summary

[30] In this study, through the application of a new feed-
back analysis method (CFRAM), the observed boreal winter
surface and atmospheric temperature anomalies during El
Niño and La Niña are decomposed into partial temperature
changes associated with six radiative and nonradiative

Figure 10. Total sea surface temperature anomalies and the corresponding CFRAM-derived partial tem-
perature anomalies averaged over the tropics (10�S–10�N) for a composite El Niño (black line) and La
Niña (red line) winter. Unit is K.
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dynamical processes. The El Niño results for the tropics and
northern extratropics are reported in details together with a
brief discussion on the forcing/feedback processes that are
associated with the observed asymmetry in the tropical
Pacific SSTA between El Niño and La Niña. The most
critical point, as suggested by the results of the CFRAM
analysis, is that atmospheric dynamics (i.e., energy diver-
gence/convergence due to atmospheric motions of various
scales) plays distinctly different roles in establishing the
tropical and extratropical temperature response to El Niño.
Atmospheric dynamics disperses out of the tropics exces-
sive energy due to oceanic dynamical forcing and acts as a
primary negative feedback to the tropical (tropospheric)
warming. In the extratropics, with the excessive energy
brought out of the tropics, atmospheric dynamics becomes
the main driver of changes in atmospheric temperatures and
further modulates surface temperatures via longwave radi-
ative heating and cooling. The contrasting roles of atmo-
spheric dynamics identified here provide an alternative view
of the well-known “atmospheric bridge” mechanism from
the perspective of local energetics and feedback attribution
of temperature changes. The main findings of the analysis
are highlighted as follows:
[31] 1. In the tropics, during an El Niño event, warm (cold)

SSTA in the equatorial central eastern (western) Pacific is
mainly driven by oceanic dynamics/heat storage change.
Water vapor provides the largest positive feedback to these
SSTA and cloud and atmospheric dynamics act as the pri-
mary negative feedbacks. Atmospheric dynamical feedback
is demonstrated to be the main contributor to the two warm
(cold) cores centered around subtropical latitudes in the
middle (upper) troposphere located to the west of the max-
imum tropical heating during El Niño, which is consistent
with the idea that dynamical heating/cooling is responsible
for the Gill-type temperature response. CFRAM analysis
conducted here also reveals that oceanic dynamics/heat
storage change (cloud feedback) contributes positively
(negatively) to the formation of the two warm cores in the
midtroposphere, and both cloud and ozone feedback con-
tribute positively to the formation of the two upper tropo-
spheric cold cores. By defining a new PAP coefficient, we
also derive the vertical profile of the relative contributions
from individual feedbacks to the atmospheric temperature
anomalies averaged over the entire tropics. Oceanic dynamics/
heat storage change and water vapor feedback always
warm the troposphere and atmospheric dynamical feed-
back always cools the troposphere. Cloud feedback, on the
other hand, cools lower troposphere and warms upper
troposphere. The sign switch of the cloud feedback plays a
critical role in the observed increase of positive temperature
anomaly from lower to upper troposphere in the tropics.
The middle to upper stratospheric cooling over the tropics is
largely a result of negative partial temperature changes in
association with ozone and atmospheric dynamical feed-
back. The observed asymmetry in the SSTA between El
Niño and La Niña originates from oceanic dynamics/heat
storage change. The working of all feedbacks (including
weak negative feedback from surface albedo) greatly
enhances the zonal extent of the observed SSTA in the
equatorial central eastern Pacific during both phases of
ENSO variability.

[32] 2. In the northern midlatitudes, during an El Niño
event, atmospheric dynamics drives the PNA-like, tripole
temperature anomaly found at the surface and in the tropo-
sphere, particularly the cooling over the North Pacific and
the warming over the northern U.S./Canada. The southern
U.S. cold anomalies over the land are largely due to surface
dynamical feedback (including surface latent/sensible heat
flux change), water vapor feedback and cloud feedback,
while atmospheric dynamics is responsible for the cooling
over Gulf of Mexico. The eastern North Pacific is charac-
terized by pronounced tropospheric cooling in the midlati-
tudes. Enhanced ascending motion thus adiabatic cooling in
this region makes atmospheric dynamics the main contrib-
utor to the tropospheric cooling. This anomalous ascending
motion is largely driven by anomalous eddy forcing that is in
turn associated with the equatorward shift of the North
Pacific storm track. The southward shift of the Pacific storm
track also leads to the “drying” of the troposphere and
increase of clouds over the eastern North Pacific that induces
negative partial temperature changes due to water vapor and
cloud feedback, and further strengthens the tropospheric
cooling. The southward shift of the storm track also enhan-
ces surface latent heat flux between 30�N and 40�N, gener-
ating positive partial temperature changes that weakens the
observed cooling. When the entire northern midlatitude is
considered, atmospheric dynamics warms the stratosphere
and drives a tropospheric cooling that intensifies with alti-
tude. The other feedbacks play very minor roles in the
atmospheric temperature response.
[33] 3. In the northern high latitudes, during an El Niño

event, dynamical warming (cooling) in the stratosphere is
found over the Eurasian-Pacific (Atlantic) sector. The con-
tributions from water vapor feedback, oceanic dynamics/
heat storage change and ozone feedback are not negligible to
the observed warming. In particular, ozone feedback seems
to have played a rather significant role in the midstrato-
spheric cooling over the Atlantic sector. For the Arctic and
subarctic region as a whole, atmospheric dynamics (i.e., the
large-scale energy transport in the atmosphere) leads to a
polar warming in both the troposphere and stratosphere, and
the amplitude of the warming generally increases with alti-
tude although a local maxima can also be seen in the
midtroposphere.
[34] This study demonstrates that the CFRAM is an effi-

cient “off-line” diagnostic tool that quantifies and aids our
“quantitative” understanding of the relative contributions of
various radiative and dynamical processes to the global
temperature anomalies associated with major modes of cli-
mate variability. Our ongoing investigations explore the use
of CFRAM analysis in evaluating climate models’ simula-
tion of ENSO variability and future efforts will include a
further separation of the atmospheric dynamical feedback
into components related to large-scale and convective-scale
motions.
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